
Date of Report:

Property: 2, Milford Lodge Cottages, Milford, Godalming, Surrey, GY8 5JG

Order Number: DE DA 02 Sample DevProbate

Your Reference: Sample DevProbate

Our Reference: DEDA0740

Data Provider

The DevAssist product range of DevAssess, DevAssess Premium, DevCheck, DevProbate and DevCity are services provided by

DevAssist. Reports are compiled by DevAssist Ltd. Registered with the Property Codes Compliance Board.

Search Details

This search is subject to DevAssist’s standard terms and conditions which can be sent on request or viewed on our website

www.devassist.co.uk.

DevAssist is registered with the Property Codes Compliance Board (PCCB) as a subscriber to the Search Code, further details

of which can be found at www.pccb.org.uk

The chances of development being permitted in this location are:

Does the subject property / land have development potential?
Does the property / land have potential as part of a larger development?

Should further investigations be made regarding adjoining land?
Should the property be considered for an alternative use?

If the answer is ‘yes’ to any of the above questions it will be expanded upon further within this report.

YES
NO

NO
NO

If you require help or have any questions regarding this report
phone our helpline:
Tel: 01342 890010
Email:  helpdesk@devassist.co.uk
www.devassist.co.uk

SUMMARY

Ordered by:
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The land shown below as site 1 has development potential. The opportunity for
development should be considered to be medium / high.

PROFESSIONAL OPINION

Please note: This report is a prediction of where development may take place, but it cannot be guaranteed what will or will not occur in

the future.

Searches undertaken to compile this report:

1.  Ordnance Survey desk top search to identify development opportunities

2.  A desk top inspection of the aerial maps over the identified area

3.  Birdseye rotational inspection of the surrounding area

4.  Inspection of the Local Plan / LDF

The choices this report presents

This report seeks to establish the development potential of the searched property. You can use this information to decide whether to

buy or sell the property, conscious of what value it may have in the future. Your property may sit within a conservation area and, as

such, any development may not be favourably looked upon. It may sit next to green belt that is vulnerable to allocation for

development. It may control the access to some land with tremendous hidden value. Perhaps the property could itself have an

involvement in a development with great financial benefits. It may of course have none of the above in which case you have bought

some peace of mind that you are not selling at under market value.

Please note that identified sites may not be developable because other landowners may not sell, or for any other reason that could

make the development unviable. Some policies change more frequently than governments. All you can do is make an informed

decision by assessing the risk and this report will help.

Finally, please note that we cannot identify single dwellings that are replaced with a more substantial dwelling than the existing.

These one for one replacements are generally not economic. When there is a buyer with a special interest, however, the economics

are sometimes not considered relevant. Equally, some properties may be converted into flats, which again is almost impossible to

predict.

Planning is a subject where you can never say ‘never’! There may always be situations when planning permission is considered

acceptable.

Next Steps

You may wish to discuss the findings of this report with your legal adviser.

If you have any development or valuation questions arising from this report, or would like to investigate any aspect in greater depth,

specialist advice is available on request. Detailed reports are also available on planning and neighbourhood information, valuation of

development land, impact and risk. Contact DevAssist on 01342 890010 or email info@devassist.co.uk for further information

including pricing.

DevAssist is the trading name for DevAssist Ltd. Company No 07915521

KEY FINDINGS
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DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

The chances of development being permitted in this location are:

Land Identified for Development

Site Plot Size
(acres)

1 0.15

Current Zoning in Local Plan
The land is zoned within the settlement/urban area of Waverley Borough Council. Development is presumed acceptable when
within the settlement, subject to it conforming to development control policies and standards.

Development Potential of the Property
The subject property is 0.23 of an acre (10018.8 sqft).

It is currently a two storey semi detached dwelling with two storey structures being the dominant type of property in this area. The
property sits on a wider than average plot. Sometimes wider plots display development potential. This has been carefully
considered.

We have concluded that there is development potential on the land shown above as site 1. The site could support a new
detached or end of terrace dwelling. Any such application for development should be considered to have a reasonable chance of
success when being determined by the Local Planning Authority. The opportunity for development should be considered to be
medium / high.

The subject property has no relevant planning history.

Surrounding properties may benefit from covenants that may control any development potential of the subject property.

It is our conclusion that the land shown above as site 1 has a medium / high level of development potential.

Capacity
(houses)

Development
Potential

Capacity
(Flats)

1 3 Medium / High
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On those sites that do not yet have planning history the table above provides typical density guidance only.
Densities may be higher in certain locations and lower in others.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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What is DevProbate?
DevProbate is a unique report that contains information about the potential development opportunity that the property may display. It is of particular help in urban
areas or where you want to know about hidden value that may exist within a property.

How is the professional opinion reached?
It is reached following an Ordnance Survey desk top search and by using land identification techniques and skills that developers use to identify development
opportunities. DevProbate is produced by a team of residential property consultants who are all land buyers with extensive experience identifying where
developers will want to prospect. They are trained in land assembly and the planning system, which gives them a tremendous insight into what can and can’t be
developed.

Is this just guesswork?
No. The consultants diagnose where the opportunity for development exists. Their experience in the house building industry and extensive knowledge of the
planning system gives them the skills to assess what land developers will want to buy.

How accurate is this report?
Whilst every care has been taken in the formation of this report the accuracy of it must be taken in the spirit that it has been written. It is a prediction of where
development may take place. We cannot guarantee what will or will not occur in the future. As planning policies and density standards change this may remove or
create further areas of development that could not have been foreseen at the time this report was commissioned. It has been written in good faith to provide
better information to buyers who would not otherwise understand the planning system or where development may take place. We cannot of course know which
land owners will sell to developers, or if at all. This report is based on [our] professional opinion of development opportunities. Please note though that it is a
prediction of where development may take place and does not, in any way, guarantee what will or will not occur in the future. Please refer to the ‘Useful
Information’ section for details of other data sources used to produce this report.

Hasn’t all the land been developed in urban areas?
No. This is a myth. On average 50-60% of housing land comes from windfall developments within existing urban areas. There are still huge areas of land yet to
be developed and, due to a chronic housing shortage, the need to identify land for development is expected to increase further over the next few years. It is
inevitable that urban areas will continue to shoulder the vast majority of that burden.

What will this report show that can’t be found in a local authority search?
Apart from road and rail information, a local authority search is restricted to past planning and building regulation history of the property itself. DevProbate
considers current and historic planning applications within the boundaries of the property. It is the only report that also identifies where future development may
take place.

What will this report show that can’t be found in a planning report?
Whilst a planning report considers current and historic planning information, DevProbate is the only report that considers the future, ie, identifies potential
opportunities that a developer would also be looking for that do not yet have relevant planning history.

What will not be shown in the report?
The report will not identify large buildings that, due to their condition or scale, may be suitable for conversion or replaced with another structure that is made up of
flats or split vertically. It will not identify one for one replacements, extensions or home improvements. The report does not forecast when developments will take
place; it identifies where they might.

How likely is it that development will occur that wasn’t identified in the report?
Planning policies do change. When this happens, some areas of development will be opened up that were not previously accessible. Generally this only happens
over a 5 year period. As such, a DevProbate report is useful for the average stay in a property.

Why don’t all planning applications appear on the map?
If there are several planning applications within close proximity of each other, the plan may show these as a single point of reference within a red polygon.

Are there any other benefits in obtaining a DevProbate Search?
Yes. It could indicate some hidden value in an intended purchase, although further advice may be required to provide a better understanding of any value that
may exist in the property or any covenants it may benefit from.
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SUPPLIED PLAN
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IMPORTANT CONSUMER PROTECTION INFORMATION
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
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